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8 on 10 pt Your everyday action is an emotional feint, gilded
like mother’s stitch of your more worn spots. Is this perhaps
the reverse of the wasp that steals the honey of a drone?
I see you today; your hair woven like history, in frets. I once
thought you moved like a cold front along my memory frontier.
Yet I can only recall you as a flower built from a dense blossom,
torn edges, the occasional thorn below. Now though, age
does not mean rust, but rather a whit that cuts ever deeper.
Mother would say you are a sentinel unstained by the words
of others passing. I remember when she used to leave her eyes
in your hands. Only then was her sight visionary, blown like
dandelions—chance recollections of sight spun into sense.
Now? You are not lost, but more like a memory in the muscles
used when Orpheus turned his head. Though mother’s act is
more like Eurydice pulling love from her brow in fists of sand;
in every case, you never leave her behind. For her, you are
memories stitched with ornamented myth—where each
recollection dissolves as easily as castles in water do. When
you comforted her, when you threaded your life around her like
barnacled stone, it was the one fold in the her narrative that
set her insides at rest. It was only then she became a statue:
truth materialized. She fashioned her belief in you into a pin
worn proud on her chest. You are the stratigraphy between her
10 on 12 pt Tools are laid along the ground in
front of your garden—a battalion waiting to
be deployed on special assignment. The scariest
impliment is the 3-pronged weeder. It ratchets
into your hand when you begin to work into the
ground. Soon the tool opens space, creating
cavities to place some form of new life. (Maybe
from the alphabet of seeds you hide in your front
left jeans pocket). Your movements into the dirt
are at first violent, perhaps an overview of the
invasion to come. Initially you hack rather than
caress. Soon though, the action becomes fluid,
more akin to a sketching process. You are getting
a feel for the material, trying to understand the
poetry of the soil. As your arm shakes the land
retaliates. Every time you plow into the dirt
something underground communicates back.
A dilaog quickly errupted. I watch in facination
as the message, this vibration from within the
garden soil creeps up your arm and into your ear
like a cobweb excommunicated to the wind.

Dandelions
Today I am mounting a great
invasion. Retraction—my tack
is more of a visual reconnissance. You are gone, perhaps to
the local flower shop, maybe
32 on 36 pt

I use binoculars to
zoom in on your more
subtle actions. Sometimes
you get so lost in the foliage
that I make believe that
I see you using the most
advanced x-ray technology.
There you are, in the back,
18 on 24 pt

Capitals ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZÁÀÂÄÃÅǍĀĂȂǺǞĄÆǼǢĆĈČĊÇĎḐḌĐÉÈÊËĚĒĔȆĖĘǴĜǦ
ĞĠĢǤĤḤĦÍÌÎÏĨǏĪĬȊİỊĮĲĴǨĶƘĹĽĻĻḶḸĿŁṂŃÑŇṄŅŅṆŊÓÒÔÖÕǑŌŎȎŐỌǪǬØǾŒÞŔŘȒŖŖṚṜŚŜŠȘŞṢŤŢŢṬŦ
ÚÙÛÜŨŮǓŪŬȖŰỤŲẂẀŴẄÝỲŶŸỸȲŹŽŻ Lowercase abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzáàâäãåǎāăȃǻǟąæǽǣćĉč
ċçďḑḍđéèêëěēĕȇėęǵĝǧğġģǥĥḥħıíìîïĩǐīĭȋịįȷĵǰǩķƙĸĺľļļḷḹŀłṃńñňṅņņóòôöõǒōŏȏő
ọǫǭøǿœŕřȓŗŗṛṝśŝšșşṣßťţţṭŧúùûüũůǔūŭȗűųụẃẁŵẅýỳŷÿỹȳĳźžżŋðþʒǯə Small capitals ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOP
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8 on 10 pt Your everyday action is an emotional feint, gilded
like mother’s stitch of your more worn spots. Is this perhaps
the reverse of the wasp that steals the honey of a drone?
I see you today; your hair woven like history, in frets. I once thought
you moved like a cold front along my memory frontier. Yet I can
only recall you as a flower built from a dense blossom, torn edges,
the occasional thorn below. Now though, age does not mean rust,
but rather a whit that cuts ever deeper. Mother would say you are a
sentinel unstained by the words of others passing. I remember when
she used to leave her eyes in your hands. Only then was her sight
visionary, blown like dandelions—chance recollections of sight
spun into sense. Now? You are not lost, but more like a memory in
the muscles used when Orpheus turned his head. Though mother’s
act is more like Eurydice pulling love from her brow in fists of sand;
in every case, you never leave her behind. For her, you are memories
stitched with ornamented myth—where each recollection dissolves
as easily as castles in water do. When you comforted her, when
you threaded your life around her like barnacled stone, it was the
one fold in the her narrative that set her insides at rest. It was
only then she became a statue: truth materialized. She fashioned
her belief in you into a pin worn proud on her chest. You are the
stratigraphy between her first and last glance.

10 on 12 pt Tools are laid along the ground in
front of your garden—a battalion waiting to be
deployed on special assignment. The scariest
impliment is the 3-pronged weeder. It ratchets into
your hand when you begin to work into the ground.
Soon the tool opens space, creating cavities to place
some form of new life. (Maybe from the alphabet of
seeds you hide in your front left jeans pocket). Your
movements into the dirt are at first violent, perhaps
an overview of the invasion to come. Initially you
hack rather than caress. Soon though, the action
becomes fluid, more akin to a sketching process. You
are getting a feel for the material, trying to understand the poetry of the soil. As your arm shakes the
land retaliates. Every time you plow into the dirt
something underground communicates back. A dilaog
quickly errupted. I watch in facination as the message, this vibration from within the garden soil creeps
up your arm and into your ear like a cobweb excommunicated to the wind. ools are laid along the ground
in front of your garden—a battalion waiting to be

Quick Start
Today I am mounting a great
invasion. Retraction—my tack is
more of a visual reconnissance.
You are gone, perhaps to the local
flower shop, maybe gathering seed

32 on 36 pt

I use binoculars to
zoom in on your more
subtle actions. Sometimes
you get so lost in the foliage
that I make believe that I see
you using the most advanced
x-ray technology. There you
are, in the back, near what

18 on 24 pt

Capitals ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZÁÀÂÄÃÅǍĀĂȂǺǞĄÆǼǢĆĈČĊÇĎḐḌĐÉÈÊËĚĒĔȆĖĘǴĜǦ
ĞĠĢǤĤḤĦÍÌÎÏĨǏĪĬȊİỊĮĲĴǨĶƘĹĽĻĻḶḸĿŁṂŃÑŇṄŅŅṆŊÓÒÔÖÕǑŌŎȎŐỌǪǬØǾŒÞŔŘȒŖŖṚṜŚŜŠȘŞṢŤŢŢṬŦ
ÚÙÛÜŨŮǓŪŬȖŰỤŲẂẀŴẄÝỲŶŸỸȲŹŽŻ Lowercase abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzáàâäãåǎāăȃǻǟąæǽǣćĉčċç
ďḑḍđéèêëěēĕȇėęǵĝǧğġģǥĥḥħıíìîïĩǐīĭȋịįȷĵǰǩķƙĸĺľļļḷḹŀłṃńñňṅņņóòôöõǒōŏȏőọǫǭ
øǿœŕřȓŗŗṛṝśŝšșşṣßťţţṭŧúùûüũůǔūŭȗűųụẃẁŵẅýỳŷÿỹȳĳźžżŋðþʒǯə Small capitals ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
ÁÀÂÄÃÅǍĀĂȂǺǞĄÆǼǢĆĈČĊÇĎḐḌĐÉÈÊËĚĒĔȆĖĘǴĜǦĞĠĢǤĤḤĦÍÌÎÏĨǏĪĬȊİỊĮĴǰǨĶƘĹĽĻḶḸĿŁṂŃ
ÑŇṄŅṆÓÒÔÖÕǑŌŎȎŐỌǪǬØǾŒŔŘŖṚṜŚŜŠȘŞṢ�ŤŢṬŦÚÙÛÜŨŮǓŪŬȖŰỤŲẂẀŴẄÝỲŶŸỸȲĲŹŽŻŊÐÞ
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8 on 10 pt Your everyday action is an emotional feint, gilded
like mother’s stitch of your more worn spots. Is this perhaps
the reverse of the wasp that steals the honey of a drone?
I see you today; your hair woven like history, in frets. I once
thought you moved like a cold front along my memory frontier.
Yet I can only recall you as a flower built from a dense blossom,
torn edges, the occasional thorn below. Now though, age does not
mean rust, but rather a whit that cuts ever deeper. Mother would
say you are a sentinel unstained by the words of others passing.
I remember when she used to leave her eyes in your hands. Only
then was her sight visionary, blown like dandelions—chance
recollections of sight spun into sense. Now? You are not lost, but
more like a memory in the muscles used when Orpheus turned
his head. Though mother’s act is more like Eurydice pulling love
from her brow in fists of sand; in every case, you never leave her
behind. For her, you are memories stitched with ornamented
myth—where each recollection dissolves as easily as castles in
water do. When you comforted her, when you threaded your life
around her like barnacled stone, it was the one fold in the her
narrative that set her insides at rest. It was only then she became
a statue: truth materialized. She fashioned her belief in you into
a pin worn proud on her chest. You are the stratigraphy between
her first and last glance.
10 on 12 pt Tools are laid along the ground in
front of your garden—a battalion waiting to
be deployed on special assignment. The scariest
impliment is the 3-pronged weeder. It ratchets
into your hand when you begin to work into the
ground. Soon the tool opens space, creating cavities
to place some form of new life. (Maybe from the
alphabet of seeds you hide in your front left jeans
pocket). Your movements into the dirt are at first
violent, perhaps an overview of the invasion to come.
Initially you hack rather than caress. Soon though,
the action becomes fluid, more akin to a sketching
process. You are getting a feel for the material, trying
to understand the poetry of the soil. As your arm
shakes the land retaliates. Every time you plow into
the dirt something underground communicates back.
A dilaog quickly errupted. I watch in facination as
the message, this vibration from within the garden
soil creeps up your arm and into your ear like a
cobweb excommunicated to the wind. Tools are laid
along the ground in front of your garden—a battal

Ses affidées
Today I am mounting a great
invasion. Retraction—my tack is
more of a visual reconnissance.
You are gone, perhaps to the local
flower shop, maybe gathering seeds
32 on 36 pt

I use binoculars to
zoom in on your more
subtle actions. Sometimes
you get so lost in the foliage
that I make believe that I see
you using the most advanced
x-ray technology. There you
are, in the back, near what
18 on 24 pt

Capitals ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZÁÀÂÄÃÅǍĀĂȂǺǞĄÆǼǢĆĈČĊÇĎḐḌĐÉÈÊËĚĒĔȆĖĘǴĜǦ
ĞĠĢǤĤḤĦÍÌÎÏĨǏĪĬȊİỊĮĲĴǨĶƘĹĽĻĻḶḸĿŁṂŃÑŇṄŅŅṆŊÓÒÔÖÕǑŌŎȎŐỌǪǬØǾŒÞŔŘȒŖŖṚṜŚŜŠȘŞṢŤŢŢṬŦÚ
ÙÛÜŨŮǓŪŬȖŰỤŲẂẀŴẄÝỲŶŸỸȲŹŽŻ Lowercase abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzáàâäãåǎāăȃǻǟąæǽǣćĉčċçďḑḍđ
éèêëěēĕȇėęǵĝǧğġģǥĥḥħıíìîïĩǐīĭȋịįȷĵǰǩķƙĸĺľļļḷḹŀłṃńñňṅņņóòôöõǒōŏȏőọǫǭøǿœ
ŕřȓŗŗṛṝśŝšșşṣßťţţṭŧúùûüũůǔūŭȗűųụẃẁŵẅýỳŷÿỹȳĳźžżŋðþʒǯə Small capitals ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXY
ZÁÀÂÄÃÅǍĀĂȂǺǞĄÆǼǢĆĈČĊÇĎḐḌĐÉÈÊËĚĒĔȆĖĘǴĜǦĞĠĢǤĤḤĦÍÌÎÏĨǏĪĬȊİỊĮĴǰǨĶƘĹĽĻḶḸĿŁṂŃÑŇṄŅ
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8 on 10 pt Your everyday action is an emotional feint, gilded
like mother’s stitch of your more worn spots. Is this perhaps
the reverse of the wasp that steals the honey of a drone? I see
you today; your hair woven like history, in frets. I once thought
you moved like a cold front along my memory frontier. Yet I
can only recall you as a flower built from a dense blossom, torn
edges, the occasional thorn below. Now though, age does not
mean rust, but rather a whit that cuts ever deeper. Mother
would say you are a sentinel unstained by the words of others
passing. I remember when she used to leave her eyes in your
hands. Only then was her sight visionary, blown like dandelions—chance recollections of sight spun into sense. Now? You
are not lost, but more like a memory in the muscles used when
Orpheus turned his head. Though mother’s act is more like
Eurydice pulling love from her brow in fists of sand; in every
case, you never leave her behind. For her, you are memories
stitched with ornamented myth—where each recollection
dissolves as easily as castles in water do. When you comforted
her, when you threaded your life around her like barnacled
stone, it was the one fold in the her narrative that set her
insides at rest. It was only then she became a statue: truth
materialized. She fashioned her belief in you into a pin worn
proud on her chest. You are the stratigraphy between her first
10 on 12 pt Tools are laid along the ground in front
of your garden—a battalion waiting to be deployed
on special assignment. The scariest impliment is
the 3-pronged weeder. It ratchets into your hand  
when you begin to work into the ground. Soon
the tool opens space, creating cavities to place
some form of new life. (Maybe from the alphabet
of seeds you hide in your front left jeans pocket).
Your movements into the dirt are at first violent,
perhaps an overview of the invasion to come.
Initially you hack rather than caress. Soon though,
the action becomes fluid, more akin to a sketching
process. You are getting a feel for the material,
trying to understand the poetry of the soil. As
your arm shakes the land retaliates. Every time
you plow into the dirt something underground
communicates back. A dilaog quickly errupted. I
watch in facination as the message, this vibration
from within the garden soil creeps up your arm
and into your ear like a cobweb excommunicated
to the wind. Tools are laid along the ground in

Cinco años
Today I am mounting a great
invasion. Retraction—my tack
is more of a visual reconnissance. You are gone, perhaps to
the local flower shop, maybe
gathering seeds or exchanging
32 on 36 pt

I use binoculars to
zoom in on your more
subtle actions. Sometimes
you get so lost in the foliage
that I make believe that
I see you using the most
advanced x-ray technology.
There you are, in the back,
near what resembles an

18 on 24 pt

Capitals ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZÁÀÂÄÃÅǍĀĂȂǺǞĄÆǼǢĆĈČĊÇĎḐḌĐÉÈÊËĚĒĔȆĖĘǴĜ
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ṬŦÚÙÛÜŨŮǓŪŬȖŰỤŲẂẀŴẄÝỲŶŸỸȲŹŽŻ Lowercase abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzáàâäãåǎāăȃǻǟąæ
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8 on 10 pt Your everyday action is an emotional feint, gilded
like mother’s stitch of your more worn spots. Is this perhaps the
reverse of the wasp that steals the honey of a drone? I see you
today; your hair woven like history, in frets. I once thought you
moved like a cold front along my memory frontier. Yet I can only
recall you as a flower built from a dense blossom, torn edges, the
occasional thorn below. Now though, age does not mean rust, but
rather a whit that cuts ever deeper. Mother would say you are a
sentinel unstained by the words of others passing. I remember
when she used to leave her eyes in your hands. Only then was her
sight visionary, blown like dandelions—chance recollections
of sight spun into sense. Now? You are not lost, but more like a
memory in the muscles used when Orpheus turned his head.
Though mother’s act is more like Eurydice pulling love from her
brow in fists of sand; in every case, you never leave her behind.
For her, you are memories stitched with ornamented myth—
where each recollection dissolves as easily as castles in water do.
When you comforted her, when you threaded your life around
her like barnacled stone, it was the one fold in the her narrative
that set her insides at rest. It was only then she became a statue:
truth materialized. She fashioned her belief in you into a pin
worn proud on her chest. You are the stratigraphy between her
first and last glance.
10 on 12 pt Tools are laid along the ground in front of
your garden—a battalion waiting to be deployed on
special assignment. The scariest impliment is the
3-pronged weeder. It ratchets into your hand  when
you begin to work into the ground. Soon the tool
opens space, creating cavities to place some form
of new life. (Maybe from the alphabet of seeds you 
hide in your front left jeans pocket). Your movements into the dirt are at first violent, perhaps an
overview of the invasion to come. Initially you hack
rather than caress. Soon though, the action becomes fluid, more akin to a sketching process. You
are getting a feel for the material, trying to understand the poetry of the soil. As your arm shakes the
land retaliates. Every time you plow into the dirt
something underground communicates back. A
dilaog quickly errupted. I watch in facination as
the message, this vibration from within the garden
soil creeps up your arm and into your ear like a
cobweb excommunicated to the wind. Tools are laid
along the ground in front of your garden, a battal

Augenblick
Today I am mounting a great
invasion. Retraction—my tack is
more of a visual reconnissance.
You are gone, perhaps to the
local flower shop, maybe gathering seeds or exchanging recipies
32 on 36 pt

I use binoculars to
zoom in on your more
subtle actions. Sometimes
you get so lost in the foliage
that I make believe that
I see you using the most
advanced x-ray technology.
There you are, in the back,
near what resembles an
18 on 24 pt

Capitals ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZÁÀÂÄÃÅǍĀĂȂǺǞĄÆǼǢĆĈČĊÇĎḐḌĐÉÈÊËĚĒĔȆĖĘǴĜǦĞĠ
ĢǤĤḤĦÍÌÎÏĨǏĪĬȊİỊĮĲĴǨĶƘĹĽĻĻḶḸĿŁṂŃÑŇṄŅŅṆŊÓÒÔÖÕǑŌŎȎŐỌǪǬØǾŒÞŔŘȒŖŖṚṜŚŜŠȘŞṢŤŢŢṬŦÚÙ
ÛÜŨŮǓŪŬȖŰỤŲẂẀŴẄÝỲŶŸỸȲŹŽŻ Lowercase abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzáàâäãåǎāăȃǻǟąæǽǣ
ćĉčċçďḑḍđéèêëěēĕȇėęǵĝǧğġģǥĥḥħıíìîïĩǐīĭȋịįȷĵǰǩķƙĸĺľļļḷḹŀłṃńñňṅņņ
ó ò ô ö õ ǒ ō ŏ ȏ ő       ọ ǫ ǭ  ø ǿ  œ  ŕ ř ȓ  ŗ ŗ ṛ ṝś ŝ š ș ş ṣ ß ť ţ ţ ṭ ŧ ú ù û ü ũ ů ǔ ū ŭ ȗ ű  ų ụ  ẃ ẁ ŵ ẅ ý ỳ ŷ ÿ ỹ ĳ ź ž ż ŋ ð þ ʒ ǯ ə
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Odile Initials, Deco Initials and Ornaments with OpenType integrated Small Caps

W Herbstliches Angebotw

Cassiopeia
An affirmative answer

Gelehrtea Minerva

Apparent in the finest detail

l’ ÉCHO lumineux
o La producción del maestro francés O

Das Gesicht der Frau
Theatrical MAGIC
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8 on 10 pt • Initials Your everyday action is an emotional
feint, gilded like mother’s stitch of your more worn spots.
Is this perhaps the reverse of the wasp that steals the
honey of a drone? I see you today; your hair woven like
history, in frets. I once thought you moved like a cold front
along my memory frontier. Yet I can only recall you as a
flower built from a dense blossom, torn edges, the occasional
thorn below. Now though, age does not mean rust, but rather
a whit that cuts ever deeper. Mother would say you are a
sentinel unstained by the words of others passing. I remember
when she used to leave her eyes in your hands. Only then was
her sight visionary, blown like dandelions—chance recollections of sight spun into sense. Now? You are not lost, but more
like a memory in the muscles used when Orpheus turned his
head. Though mother’s act is more like Eurydice pulling love
from her brow in fists of sand; in every case, you never leave
her behind. For her, you are memories stitched with ornamented myth—where each recollection dissolves as easily as
castles in water do. When you comforted her, when you
threaded your life around her like barnacled stone, it was the
one fold in the her narrative that set her insides at rest. It
was only then she became a statue: truth materialized. She
fashioned her belief in you into a pin worn proud on her chest.

A

battalion
waiting to be deployed on special assignment.
The scariest impliment is the 3-pronged weeder.
It ratchets into your hand when you begin to
work into the ground. Soon the tool opens
space, creating cavities to place some form of
new life. (Maybe from the alphabet of seeds you
hide in your front left jeans pocket). Your movements into the dirt are at first violent, perhaps an
overview of the invasion to come. Initially you
hack rather than caress. Soon though, the action
becomes fluid, more akin to a sketching process.
You are getting a feel for the material, trying to
understand the poetry of the soil. As your arm
shakes the land retaliates. Every time you plow
into the dirt something underground communicates back. A dilaog quickly errupted. I watch in
facination as the message, this vibration from
within the garden soil creeps up your arm and into
your ear like a cobweb excommunicated to the

10 on 12 pt • Deco Initials, SCs, Roman

OperettaW
32 on 36 pt • Deco Initials, Upright Italic

Ornaments

Y

ou are gone, perhaps to the local
flower shop, maybe gathering seeds
		 or exchanging for recipies.

abcdeyfzghijklmnopqrstuvwx

Initials ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZÁÀÂÄÃÅǍĀĂȂǺǞĄÆǼǢĆĈČĊÇĎḐḌĐÉÈÊËĚĒĔȆĖĘ
ǴĜǦĞĠĢǤĤḤĦÍÌÎÏĨǏĪĬȊİỊĮĲĴǨĶƘĹĽĻĻḶḸĿŁṂŃÑŇṄŅŅṆŊÓÒÔÖÕǑŌŎȎŐỌǪǬØǾŒÞŔŘȒŖ
ŖṚṜŚŜŠȘŞṢŤŢŢṬŦÚÙÛÜŨŮǓŪŬȖŰỤŲẂẀŴẄÝỲŶŸỸȲŹŽŻ Deco Initials ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO PQR
ST UVWXYZÁÀÂÄÃÅǍĀĂȂǺǞĄÆǼǢĆĈČĊÇĎ Ḑ Ḍ ĐÉÈÊËĚĒĔȆĖĘǴĜǦĞĠĢǤĤḤĦÍÌÎÏĨǏĪĬȊ
İỊĮĲĴǨĶƘĹĽĻĻḶḸĿŁṂŃÑŇṄŅŅṆŊÓÒÔÖÕǑŌŎȎŐỌǪǬØǾŒÞŔ Ř Ȓ Ŗ Ŗ Ṛ ṜŚŜŠȘŞṢŤŢŢṬŦÚÙÛ
ÜŨŮǓŪŬȖŰỤŲẂẀŴẄÝỲŶŸỸȲŹŽŻ Lowercase abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzáàâäãåǎāăȃǻǟąæǽǣćĉčċç
ďḑḍđéèêëěēĕȇėęǵĝǧğġģǥĥḥħıíìîïĩǐīĭȋịįȷĵǰǩķƙĸĺľļļḷḹŀłṃńñňṅņņóòôöõǒōŏȏőọǫǭø
ǿœŕřȓŗŗṛṝśŝšșşṣßťţţṭŧúùûüũůǔūŭȗűųụẃẁŵẅýỳŷÿỹȳĳźžżŋðþʒǯə Small capitals ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTU
VWXYZÁÀÂÄÃÅǍĀĂȂǺǞĄÆǼǢĆĈČĊÇĎḐḌĐÉÈÊËĚĒĔȆĖĘǴĜǦĞĠĢǤĤḤĦÍÌÎÏĨǏĪĬȊİỊĮĴǰǨĶƘĹĽĻḶḸĿŁṂŃ
ÑŇṄŅṆÓÒÔÖÕǑŌŎȎŐỌǪǬØǾŒŔŘŖṚṜŚŜŠȘŞṢ�ŤŢṬŦÚÙÛÜŨŮǓŪŬȖŰỤŲẂẀŴẄÝỲŶŸỸȲĲŹŽŻŊÐÞ
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